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“The child shall [have] as far as possible, the right to know . . . his or her parents.”
United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Article 7.1
“My daddy’s name is Donor.”
Slogan on child’s t-shirt at FamilyEvolutions.com
In 2002, a high school student named Claire made news by announcing her desire
to contact her biological father, whom she had never met or even spoken to. Like many
children from father-absent homes, she wanted to know her father better. Yet, as a child
conceived through artificial insemination with an anonymous sperm donor, all she knew
about him were a few physical characteristics, such as his height (6'3"), eye color (green),
and hereditary illnesses (hay fever and asthma). What made Claire's story newsworthy is
that she was reportedly the first “sperm bank baby” in the United States to learn the
identity of her genetic father.1 Her mother purchased sperm through a bank’s “identity
release program,” in which offspring, upon their eighteenth birthday, can learn the name
of their biological father. As the first child conceived with the “open identity” sperm,
Claire was looking forward to this unique birthday present. She told reporters that she
had always wanted to learn more about “what half of me is, what half of me comes
from.”2
Many other donor-conceived offspring feel the same way. One says she wants “to
know the other half of me . . . the person who is responsible for me being here.”3 “It's
like looking in a mirror and part of you is not reflected,” describes another.4 For these
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people, their biological father’s identity is fundamental to their own identity. As one
young adult says, “A lot of people want to know where they come from.”5
Most children conceived through donor insemination, however, will never be able
to find out. In the United States, sperm banks primarily sell anonymous semen and strive
to protect the anonymity of their sperm providers. In most cases, laws are currently
structured to ensure the anonymity of sperm fathers. The result is that, each year,
thousands of children are born who will never be able to know who their biological
fathers are. Few regulations force the industry to consider the interests of the children
they help create.
While a few sperm banks sell “open identification” sperm (as in Claire’s
situation), should a child’s ability to learn more about her biological father be contingent
upon her mother’s purchasing decisions?
This paper argues that people conceived through donor insemination should have
the right to learn the identity of their biological fathers. Profit-seeking donors and
businesses should not be able to contract away the rights of the individual who has no say
in the transaction, but who will be most powerfully affected by it. In contrast to current
industry practice, sperm banks and fertility clinics should be required to maintain
accurate detailed records of sales and conceptions. Upon turning eighteen, donorconceived offspring should be able to access identifying information about their
biological fathers.
Part I of this paper surveys the sperm bank industry and the role of sperm father
anonymity. Part II presents the case for abolishing anonymity. Part III proposes a statute
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that would ensure that donor-conceived people would have the option to learn the identity
of their absent biological parent. Part IV responds to constitutional and policy arguments
against a ban on donor anonymity.

I. The Buying and Selling of Anonymous Sperm
In the United States, there is a thriving market in sperm.6 Approximately one
hundred fifty sperm banks generate hundreds of millions of dollars in business each year
as part of the multibillion-dollar fertility industry.7 The rank commercialization of
semen, however, is relatively new. Ensuring the anonymity of sperm fathers, on the other
hand, has been a fundamental feature of donor insemination for more than a century. A
review of the history of donor insemination (DI) illustrates why.
A. A Brief History of Donor Insemination
Secrecy, deception, and donor anonymity have been hallmarks of donor
insemination since its impromptu inception at a Philadelphia medical college in 1884.
The much-recounted tale begins with a couple’s request for help in conceiving a child.
After their doctor determined that the husband was infertile, one of his medical students
joked that it was time to “call in the hired man.”8 While this quip would later prove
prophetic, the physician instead went to a volunteer—the medical student who had been
voted “best looking” by his peers. After arranging for the man’s wife to come in for an
examination, the doctor knocked her unconscious with chloroform and secretly
6
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inseminated her with the handsome student’s semen. While the doctor later told the
husband what he had done, the two of them agreed to keep the truth from the happily
pregnant wife. The rest of the world didn’t learn of the procedure for another twenty-five
years, when one of the participating medical students broke an oath of secrecy and
published the story in a medical journal.9
After first surfacing publicly in 1909, donor insemination, insofar as it existed,
largely remained underground until the 1950s.10 By 1960, though, approximately 5,000
to 7,000 babies a year were the result of donor insemination.11 The process was shrouded
in secrecy. Couples hoping to conceive had no choice when it came to the selection of
sperm fathers; doctors typically used sperm from a nearby medical student—or, in many
cases, their own. No records were maintained. Physicians instructed parents to keep the
circumstances of the conception a secret and act as if their child were conceived
naturally. Children were to be kept in the dark about their origins.
There were numerous reasons for secrecy. Male infertility was considered an
emasculating marker of shame. The process of artificial insemination itself was
considered by many to be unethical or sinful.12 Above all, the legality of donor
insemination was uncertain. In 1959 and 1963, state courts held that donor insemination
constituted adultery on the part of the mother, regardless of the husband’s consent.13
Even with the husband’s approval, the donor-conceived children were deemed to be
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illegitimate. Given such court rulings, it was in the interest of all parties to keep the use
of donor insemination a secret.
By the 1970s, donor insemination had become more accepted both socially and
legally. The Uniform Parentage Act (UPA) of 1973, approved by the American Bar
Association, openly addressed the issue of artificial insemination. Under the UPA, if a
husband consented to donor insemination occurring under a physician’s supervision, the
husband was to be the child’s legal father.14 Anonymous sperm fathers had no rights or
responsibilities toward genetic children; it was to be as if they never existed. Many states
eventually adopted statutes toward artificial insemination modeled on the UPA, and most
case law followed suit.
By the 1970s, scientists had also developed methods to freeze and store semen
while preserving its potency. The use of frozen sperm became more widespread in the
1980s after at least half a dozen women contracted HIV after being inseminated with a
donor’s fresh semen.15 The freezing process allowed scientists to screen semen for HIV
and a variety of other diseases.
The combination of technological advances in cryopreservation with the
established legality of donor insemination paved the way for the first commercial sperm
banks. Banks could now stockpile sperm from many men and provide actual choices for
couples. While doctors had once retained nearly total control over DI, commercial sperm
banks could be responsive to consumer demand.16
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The trend toward accommodating consumer demand is reflected by the use of
donor insemination by single women. In the early years of DI, donor insemination for
single women—or lesbian couples—was unthinkable.17 Even though there were no laws
against inseminating unmarried women, many physicians explicitly restricted the use of
DI to married couples. Even by 1987, when the federal Office of Technology
Assessment studied artificial insemination practices, half of DI practitioners refused to
work with unmarried couples.18 Sixty-one percent of practitioners said they would refuse
to inseminate unmarried women without a male partner, and sixty-three percent would
reject lesbians.19 Of the 30,000 women who conceived through donor insemination in
1987, less than five percent were unmarried.20
As stigmas against unwed parenting and homosexuality declined, the free market
responded. In 1982, the Sperm Bank of California opened its doors with the purpose of
selling sperm to lesbians and single women.21 Today, the sperm bank industry is
increasingly driven by single women and lesbians, who now compose roughly half of all
DI users.22 Sperm banks, according to the New York Times, are even seeing a “surge” in
business from single women.23 Heterosexual couples are also less likely to turn to donor
sperm, as advances in fertility technology allow many men with low sperm counts to
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conceive biological children of their own.24 For these reasons, many sperm banks now
“cater eagerly” to single women and lesbians.25 One particular company’s branding
strategy does not suffer from subtlety: “Man Not Included” is a recent internet start-up
that sells and ships samples of anonymous sperm via the worldwide web.26
The slogan “Man Not Included” speaks directly to the allure of anonymous donor
insemination: single women or couples can select “fathers” for their children free from
emotional or legal entanglements. The appeal is particularly strong for heterosexual
couples in which the husband suffers from infertility problems. By calling in an
anonymous “hired man” to play a limited role, they are protected from the possibility of
the biological father later emerging to interfere in their family’s life. Thus, even as
legislatures and courts legitimated children born through donor insemination in the 1970s
and 1980s, secrecy remained the norm for married couples. Married couples who used
artificial insemination did their utmost to pretend they hadn’t. Anonymous donor
insemination promised to give many infertile couples a family like any other (except
sometimes with a eugenic edge)27—and with nobody the wiser. Any loss of secrecy or
donor anonymity would explode that fiction. Known donors might threaten family unity,
and children could suffer from confusion and stigma. Therefore, while families were
essentially living a lie, the lie ostensibly protected the children involved.
Such lies were impossible for single mothers and lesbian couples who used donor
insemination. Children conceived through donor insemination inevitably asked about
24
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their fathers and, in these situations, there was no easier explanation than the truth.
Because single women and lesbians cannot hide the fact of donor insemination, many of
them have pushed for more information about their children’s fathers.28 In response to
these requests, the Sperm Bank of California created the country’s first “identity-release”
program in 1983. While most industry leaders still express a preference for anonymous
donors,29 other sperm banks have followed with varying “open ID programs” of their
own.30
From the beginning, sperm banks have existed almost entirely free from
regulations of any sort. It wasn’t until 2005 that the federal Food and Drug
Administration even required sperm banks to test semen for HIV and other
communicable diseases.31 These FDA regulations also require minimal record-keeping
to prevent the spread of disease, though in a way that protects donor anonymity.32 Aside
from these limited requirements, sperm banks are free to operate as they choose. There
are no legal limits on how often a sperm bank may sell the same man’s sperm, raising the
specter of incest between half-siblings unaware of their consanguinity. No records are
kept on how many children are born as a result of donor insemination (the common
estimate of 30,000 DI births a year is based on a twenty-year-old report).33 Professional
associations offer various recommendations and guidelines, but compliance is optional.34
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As in other industries, self-regulation often fails, and numerous critics call for more
stringent regulatory oversight.35
Some critics of the contemporary sperm bank industry also raise concerns about
the commercialization of parenthood and procreation,36 while other commentators openly
embrace commodification.37 Either way, there is no escaping the fact that donor
insemination is now a business. And, like other businesses, sperm banks must first obtain
a sufficient supply of product.

B. Recruiting Anonymous Sperm Fathers
Most anonymous sperm providers are young men, typically students in college or
graduate school. There are two reasons for this. First, younger men are likelier to
provide healthier sperm. Second, as one “featured donor” from Xytex Corporation
explains, “As a broke grad student, the primary reason is money.”38 Indeed, as many
commentators point out, the term “sperm donor” is a misnomer. Men who provide their
gametes to sperm banks do not donate their sperm; they sell it. They are more accurately
described as sperm vendors. (In this paper, I will use both terms.) Sperm banks pay men
an average of $75 per vial of semen, though men with certain desired attributes can
command higher fees.39
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Some sperm banks are relatively discreet about donor compensation, while others
are upfront. Fairfax Cryobank takes the latter tack, giving out free pens on college
campuses stamped with the question, “Why not get paid for it?”40 ZyGen Laboratory’s
pitch to potential vendors also emphasizes the allure of easy money, stating, “You may
earn over $400.00 per month expending less than six hours of your time.”41 At other
sperm banks, a typical vendor may even earn $900 to $1500 a month.42 This
compensation can be supplemented through referral bonuses, ranging from $20 to $100,
to vendors who get friends to sign up.43 California Cryobank attempts to attract vendors
with free movie tickets and gift certificates.44 Sperm banks resort to more psychological
enticements as well. In his research on sperm banks, David Plotz observes that sperm
bank recruiters “are invariably women, and they are invariably good-looking.”45
The majority of anonymous sperm providers are quite clear about why they
provide sperm: they’re in it for the money. In one survey of sperm providers, ninety-one
percent responded that money was an influential factor in their decision to provide
sperm.46 They view the fact that their actions can help infertile couples as a “happy
coincidence.”47 In another survey, only eight percent of sperm providers stated that their
reasons for providing sperm were purely altruistic.48 In contrast, thirty-two percent stated
that their motivations were purely financial, while sixty percent indicated both factors
40
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played a role (and why not take credit for the happy coincidence?).49 Another study on
donor attitudes matched sperm providers with a non-donor control group. While sixtyone percent of control group perceived sperm providers as altruistic, only twelve percent
of donors themselves agreed with that characterization.50 Most anonymous sperm
providers in the survey were motivated by money, as sixty-nine percent reported that they
would cease “donating” their sperm if they stopped getting paid for it.51
After obtaining a steady supply of product, sperm banks also engage in active
marketing of their products.

C. Shopping for a Sperm Father
Commercial sperm banks and the internet fundamentally changed the practice of
donor insemination by giving prospective parents the power of choice. Doctors had once
retained nearly total control over donor insemination. A 1979 survey found that over 90
percent of physicians who performed DI never allowed recipients to choose the sperm
donor.52 With the rise of commercial sperm banks, those seeking DI were no longer
wholly dependent on doctors; they became empowered consumers. Today, interested
consumers can peruse glossy sperm bank catalogs full of handsome men and cute
babies,53 and they can shop for sperm on the internet just as one shops for plane tickets,
books, or shoes. Some sperm banks even provide “do-it-yourself” kits (think turkey
basters), so that physicians may be bypassed completely.
49
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Commercial sperm banks quickly recognized that their customers wanted more
than a vial of anonymous sperm. All parents want healthy babies, so most sperm banks
provide extensive medical family histories of each sperm provider. But sperm banks now
provide information about donors that goes far beyond pure concerns about health.
In response to consumer demand for information, many sperm donor profiles
include a dizzying mix of the anonymous and the personal. Given beliefs about the
heritability of intelligence, profiles of sperm providers include extensive educational
information, from SAT scores to GPAs to fields of study. Profiles also include nearly
every physical characteristic imaginable. In addition to the basics of race, ethnicity,
height, weight, hair color, eye color, and blood type, many donor profiles also list
features such as hair type, hair texture, body build, freckles (or lack thereof), and skin
tone (including “tanability”). Shoppers at Fairfax Cryobank could even get their favorite
sperm provider a fitted tuxedo, as profiles include the man’s neck, chest, inseam, waist,
and sleeve measurements. No detail is too minor for discriminating consumers, from the
structure of cheekbones to earlobe size to “nostril flair.”
Profiles also typically include a donor’s religion and other information intended to
provide some sense of the man’s personality. In addition to hobbies and interests, sperm
providers are asked to list a litany of their “favorites,” including music, authors, books,
heroes, pets, color—even their preferred model of automobile. At some banks, sperm
vendors are encouraged to list what celebrity they most resemble. Shoppers can read
short essays written by donors on their “most memorable childhood experience” and “the
funniest thing ever to happen to you.” For an additional cost, consumers can purchase a
donor’s childhood photos, audio files of him talking, and “staff impressions” of him.
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For many single women seeking a sperm father, these physical and personal
details are vital to their decisions. Two single female shoppers explain their reasoning
while reviewing certain profiles:
“[H]e's six feet but he only weighs 150. Which is good. If I have a girl, she wants
to be skinny, and if she can eat what she wants, that's perfect. You don't have to
get in fights about food.”54
“Thick hair . . . is also nice, because if I happen to get a son, I don't like bald
guys. He’s Catholic, which I would obviously like, because I am. He has a very
interesting book collection: he likes Hesse, Henry James, Lorca. . . . His parents
are pretty boring professionally, so I was a little concerned about that.”55
These extended profiles make it so that women aren’t merely buying a vial of semen;
they are buying an idea—often an idealized impression—of their child’s father. Fairfax
Cryolab encourages webpage visitors to “Meet our new donors!”56 The short
descriptions are nearly indistinguishable from personal ads one might read on dating
websites such as Match.com, except most men probably don’t provide such detailed
descriptions of their hair:
#1954: This donor is tall and athletic at 6'2" with pretty hazel eyes and silky
brown wavy hair. He has a BA is [sic] psychology, is still a student and enjoys
martial arts, kayaking and cycling in his free time. He hopes to one day help
others in his profession, focusing on the special needs of teenagers.
#1947: He is athletic and stands at 6' tall with thick brown hair and kind blue
eyes. He has an adventurous personality, has traveled extensively and loves to talk
about his trips abroad. He has a MA in socialogy [sic], works as a program
manager and enjoys cooking in his free time.
#1953: He has a PhD in Pharmacology and enjoys reading, dancing and
exercising in his free time. He has a cute 'boy next door' look about him, standing
at 6' tall with straight brown hair, blue eyes and a sweet smile. He appears to
make friends easily, loves to talk and enjoys life. He thinks having a willingness
to try new things and a sense of adventure are admirable.
54
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Indeed, when sifting through online databases of sperm donors, the parallels to online
dating are unavoidable. Some single women who have purchased sperm to impregnate
themselves also speak of being “attracted” to certain donors, concluding that their donor
“seemed likable” or was “[s]uch a nice guy.”57 The author of a New York Times
Magazine article on DI observed that “a number of single mothers I spoke with used the
phrase ‘I felt a connection’ in explaining their choice of donors.”58 One woman chose
her donor because he “sounded like somebody I might date.”59 Another explained,
“There happened to be one Jewish person. I pulled up the photo, and I looked at my
friend, and I looked at his picture, and I said, 'Oh, my God.' I can't say love at first sight,
because, you know. But he was the one.”60 One woman kept a photo of the sperm father
in her wallet; another kept her donor’s picture on her coffee table and said, “I kind of
glance at it as I pass. It's almost like when you date someone, and you keep looking at
them, and you're, like, Are they cute? But every time I pass, I'm, like, Oh, he's really cute.
It's a comforting feeling.”61 Another said, “What was important to me, was heart. That
the donor had heart.”62 In selecting a man who expressed an interest in caring for
terminally ill children, one mother commented, “I thought, this is a sensitive man. . . . I
like the way this feels. This guy's gotta be deep.”63
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Despite the parallels between shopping for sperm and dating online, there are, of
course, many differences. One key distinction: if you like a man’s profile in a sperm
bank catalog, it doesn’t matter what the he thinks about you—you can just go ahead and
buy his sperm and have his baby. As one single mother writes about her sperm bank
experience: “[B]y bypassing the uncontrollable world of romance, I was able to choose a
man to father my child who might be completely out of my league in the real world.”64
The wealth of information sperm banks provide about their donors encourages
consumers to make eugenic decisions.65 The history of DI has long been linked to
eugenics, from the selection of the “best-looking” medical student to the Repository for
Germinal Choice, a sperm bank that sought to improve the “stock” of Americans by
providing “genius sperm” to suitable families.66 Yet while few today would publicly say
anything that could be construed as support for eugenics, the practice of private eugenics
seems less nefarious. As long as you’re shopping around, why settle for an average,
healthy sperm provider? Why not get a specimen from a tall, handsome, well-educated,
athletic man? Why not someone with a nice smile, strong voice, good taste in music, and
a winning personality to boot?
Given that sperm donors provide half of a child’s DNA, it only makes sense that
would-be mothers would want as much information as possible in making such a
momentous decision.67 Women who peruse donor catalogues, after all, are shopping for
the biological fathers of their children.
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II. Sperm Father Anonymity and the Interests of Children
A. The Norm of Anonymity
The vast majority of sperm sold in the United States is anonymous. The buyer
doesn’t know—and the resulting child will likely never know—the name of the man it
came from. Sperm banks are the middlemen that construct and protect sperm father
anonymity. While many state statutes hold that sperm fathers have no legal
responsibilities to their offspring, men who sell their sperm also sign contracts with the
sperm banks that protect their anonymity. Sperm purchasers, in turn, sign contracts that
state that they will respect the anonymity of the sperm provider. According to Fairfax
Cryobank, “contracts are carefully constructed and information maintained” to protect
anonymity.68 At California Cryobank, purchasers of sperm promise that they will “not
now, nor at any time, require nor expect [Cryobank] to obtain or divulge . . . the name of
said donor, nor any other information concerning characteristics, qualities, or any other
information whatsoever concerning said donor.”69 They also agree that, “following the
insemination, Cryobank shall destroy all information and records which they may have as
to the identity of said donor, it being the intention of all parties that the identity of said
donor shall be and forever remain anonymous.” Many sperm banks do, in fact, destroy
donor files after a few years, virtually ensuring that donor-conceived people will never be
able to learn more about their biological fathers.70
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The original Uniform Parentage Act of 1973 states that information related to the
insemination “shall be kept confidential and in a sealed file.”71 “All papers and records
pertaining to the insemination, whether part of the permanent record of a court or of a file
held by the supervising physician or elsewhere, are subject to inspection only upon an
order of the court for good cause shown.”72 While the current version of the Uniform
Parentage Act, revised in 2002, does not include such language regarding confidentiality,
some state codes still contain the 1973 text that promotes donor anonymity.73
Sperm banks believe that this anonymity is vital aspect of their business practice.
The vice president of one large sperm bank states that the lack of anonymity “would
devastate the industry.”74 In addition to concerns about attaining a steady supply of
sperm to sell (an issue to which I will return), anonymity helps protect the industry in a
variety of ways. With sperm father anonymity, sperm banks will be better protected from
lawsuits in which they accidentally ship the wrong semen, or in which a sperm provider
was improperly screened for genetic diseases. With anonymity, there is also no way for
parents and donor-conceived children to learn if the information in the donor profiles was
accurate (Did he really go to Harvard? Was he really a varsity athlete? In his free time,
did he really volunteer to care for terminally ill children?). While many sperm banks
have to company policies on how many times a particular man’s sperm may be sold,
there are strong financial interests against limiting the use of their “best sellers.”75 Thus,
anonymity can also protect the sperm banks from the discovery of questionable sales
71
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practices, or outright fraud. Research also suggests that sperm banks and clinicians care
more about donor anonymity more than DI recipients.76 As one psychologist remarks,
“'Frankly, I think it's just easier for the industry to do it anonymously. If you're in total
control of the information, it's more efficient and less work.”77

B. The Trend Against Conception Deception
As ethicists and fertility experts start to consider the interests of children, there
has been a move toward encouraging openness and honesty regarding the use of donor
insemination. For years, physicians practicing DI told parents to deceive their children
about their origins and pretend that a donor-conceived child was biologically connected
to both mom and dad.78 Though there were many reasons for this secrecy (legal
concerns, to protect the father’s ego) it was also supposed to be in the best interests of the
child. As one doctor stated:
For the child’s sake particularly I prefer that absolutely nobody but the parents
themselves should know of the [donor] insemination therapy. My last advice to
the parents is that under no circumstances should they, or need they, ever tell the
child the method of conception—in fact they should forget about it themselves.79
Family secrets often had a way of sneaking out, however. Upon divorce, a parent’s
death, or even during heated arguments, the truth can—and often does—slip out.80 Some
evidence indicates some donor-conceived offspring are not necessarily surprised by the
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revelation that “Dad” was not their biological father.81 Some could sense a family secret,
while others reported feelings of “not fit[ting] in” with their families.82 The author David
Plotz, who was contacted by many donor offspring, writes that those who learn the truth
about their DI origins “are rarely surprised; they always felt something wasn’t right.”83
Moreover, many donor-conceived people who eventually learned the truth were angry at
having been lied to for years about such a fundamental matter of their being.84
The reason why many DI offspring “felt something wasn’t right” is because many
fathers, try as they might, cannot follow the doctor’s orders to “forget about it
themselves.” Husbands often find it extremely difficult to treat donor-conceived children
as if they were their own biological children, and such repression is likely to place a
strain on family relationships. As Plotz writes:
While good studies on DI families don’t seem to exist, anecdotes about them
suggest that there is frequently a gap between fathers and their putative children. .
. . [Fathers] are drained by having to pretend that children are theirs when they
aren’t; it takes a good actor and an extraordinary man to overlook the fact that his
wife has picked another man to father his child. It’s no wonder that the paternal
bond can be hard to maintain. When a couple adopts a child, both parents share a
genetic distance from the kid. But in DI families, the relationships tend to be
asymmetric: the genetically connected mothers are close to their kids; the
unconnected fathers are distance.85
As one donor-conceived woman states, “[Donor insemination] put an element of secrecy
into our family structure that warped it.”86 Donor-conceived people who discover the
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fact of their conception do not typically state that they wish they’d never learned the
truth; they say they wish they would have learned the truth earlier.87 They resent being
lied to and believe that such secretiveness inhibited healthier parent-child relationships.
For these reasons, most experts now recommend that parents tell DI children the
truth about their origins. As in adoption, the trend in donor insemination is toward
openness. Acknowledging this shift, in 2004 the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine, the fertility industry’s leading professional organization, issued a report
encouraging parents to inform their children of their use of a sperm donor.88 The report
states, “[ASRM’s] Ethics Committee finds that disclosure to the child of the fact of donor
conception and, if available, characteristics of the donor may serve the best interests of
offspring.”89 The few existing studies also suggest that openness has no negative effects
and may promote better relationships between parents and children.90
As the proportion of DI users who are single women and lesbians grows, the issue
of disclosure of DI use is becoming increasingly moot. The fact that one, two, or many
women cannot create a new human life on their own forces candor about donor
insemination. In these families, there is also no social father whose ego needs protection.
Even for heterosexual couples, however, the experts’ new advice is far from radical:
when children ask, “Where do I come from?,” parents should not lie.
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But is it enough that children be told of their creation? Plotz writes that donorconceived offspring often tell the same story: “Dad wasn’t like a real dad. When Dad
died, Mom finally spilled the secret. Now I want to find my donor dad.”91 What should
we make of people’s desires to find their biological fathers? Should society ensure that
their desires remain unfulfilled, or should society respect the privacy of sperm fathers?
Should law also ensure that, each year, thousands of children will be created who will be
forever alienated from their biological fathers?

C. The Flawed Idea Behind Donor Insemination
The practice of donor insemination is rooted in an idea: the idea is that sperm in a
vial renders irrelevant the man from whence it came. The DNA matters, to be sure—
hopeful parents often pay a premium for sperm that they believe contains “better” genes,
such as those related to height, athleticism, and intelligence. After a man masturbates
into a cup, however, his importance ceases to exist. As the growth of donor insemination
and sperm banks indicates, this idea is seductive. If husbands were infertile, married
couples could purchase sperm and have an “as-if” family. Donor insemination can mask
a man’s infertility.92 Single women who wanted a child but didn’t have or want a
husband could get one free from any social, emotional, or legal entanglements with a
father. (As the company of the same name advertises, “Man not included.”) One single
mother who conceived through DI states, “I am bringing up my child with the clear
understanding that he has a donor, not a father. I don't want him to build up hopes about
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some man out there who is his daddy. He doesn't have one.”93 Or, as the t-shirt sold by
Family Evolutions states, “My daddy’s name is Donor.”
But is it that simple? The Yale child psychologist Kyle Pruett tells of one single
mother who asked him for help in responding to her five-year-old daughter’s questions.
The girl, who was donor conceived, had started asking about her father:
“Mommy, what did you do with my daddy?” “Did you get mad at him and make
him go away? Didn’t you like him? Didn’t he like me?” “Does he have other
children?” “Where can I find him?” “Could we ever get married?” “Can I write
him a letter?” “Has he ever seen me?” “Do you have a picture of him with me?”94
In seeking advice, the mother first went to her gynecologist who had performed the
insemination. Asking what she should say to her child about her father, he replied, “Tell
her she does not have one. You loved her so much you made her all by yourself.”95
Needless to say, children will not accept that lie, or at least not for long. (Recalling that
the doctor had four children of his own, the mother told Pruett, “How could he get so far
into parenthood and know so little about children?”96) As another donor-conceived fouryear-old girl said to her single mother, “Mommy, what did you do with my daddy? You
know I need a daddy or I can’t be a child.”97
Therein lies the flaw with the idealized view of donor insemination. Every child
does have a father. As much as some adults and businesses might wish, for many people
conceived through DI, sperm in a vial does not render the sperm provider irrelevant. Use
of the sterile term “donor” is not strong enough to eliminate the desire of many donorconceived people to learn more about the unknown man that some nevertheless call their
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“dad.”98 For donor-conceived individuals, after all, a sperm “donor” is their biological
father.
A significant portion of donor-conceived people feel a strong desire to learn the
identity of their biological fathers, and many take action. While not all donor offspring
care about learning the identity of their biological fathers,99 existing evidence suggests
that a substantial portion do care, and care deeply. In one study of donor offspring, all
sixteen respondents spoke of searching for their donor/father.100 In another study of
donor offspring ages twelve to seventeen, researchers noted that “it was clear overall that
the youths wanted to know as much as possible about their donor.”101 Among those
youths, all conceived with “open-identity” sperm, twenty-eight of the twenty-nine
planned on contacting their biological fathers.102 After writing about sperm banks in the
online magazine Slate, David Plotz received many emails from donor-conceived persons
asking for his help in finding their genetic fathers.103
The ability of donor offspring to search for their biological fathers depends a great
deal on how much information their parents were able to obtain. After asking their
parents for that information, donor-conceived people have used a variety of methods to
try to track down their sperm fathers. One man knew his sperm donor was a medical
student so he looked through that school’s yearbooks from the relevant year for faces that
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resembled his own.104 After being told that her sperm father had been a Jewish medical
student at the University of Southern California, one woman posed as a student working
on a research project in order to access the records of medical students and made a list of
any names that appeared to be of Jewish origin.105 While trying to narrow down the list,
she came across a photograph of her mother’s doctor—who looked like her “exactly.”106
Two separate filmmakers have made documentaries on their search for their sperm donor
fathers.107 Many offspring contact the sperm banks themselves, but are only given
information on the company’s policy of protecting sperm vendor anonymity.
Just as the internet has revolutionized sperm bank marketing, many donorconceived people have also turned to the internet for activism and support in their
searches. They organize activist groups and discussion lists, they write blogs about their
experiences, and they set up registries in which to try to track down half-siblings and
their biological fathers. The Donor Sibling Registry is a website database in which
donor-conceived offspring can post information about their sperm donors in order to find
half-siblings and, possibly, the donor-fathers themselves. Created by a divorced mother
and her donor-conceived son, the Registry has over 8,000 members and has led to over
2,000 matches, mostly between half-siblings.108 Such registries also exist in Australia
and Great Britain.109
In addition to donor registries, the internet is helping donor offspring search for
their sperm fathers in other ways as well. In a widely reported story, one savvy fifteen-
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year-old was even able to track down his anonymous sperm father through the internet.110
The teen first sent his DNA (a cotton swab of his cheek) to Family Tree DNA, a webbased company that has a database of over 45,000 DNA samples, to see if there were any
matches. A few months later he heard back: his DNA closely matched that of two men
with similar surnames. Because his mother had a record of the sperm donor’s birth date
and birthplace, the teenager then went to OmniTrace.com and ordered a list of names of
all people born in that city on that date. One man on the list shared a surname with one
of the matches from the DNA database. Shortly thereafter, the boy contacted his nolonger-anonymous biological father.
As the founder of the Donor Sibling Registry explains, “This is a generation of
kids who want information, and know how to get it.”111 Yet because donor records are
typically either destroyed, kept confidential, or never kept at all, for most donorconceived people, their searches will come up empty.

D. Anonymity and Identity: The Case for a Child’s Right to Know
Why do so many donor-conceived offspring seek out a man they have never met?
As often stated, the sperm donor’s only active contribution toward the child’s existence
consisted of masturbating into a cup. Sperm providers typically see their job as
completed upon receiving their paycheck.112 Yet sperm donation is radically different
than donating blood, bone marrow, or organs, all of which can sustain life. Sperm, when
matched with an egg and brought to term, creates a new human life. A sperm father
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provides half of the genetic makeup of donor conceived offspring. For many donorconceived people, that half matters.
Some critics argue that donor anonymity should be abolished for pragmatic
reasons. Given the increasing importance of genetics in medicine, a child should have
the right to learn about her family medical history. Other anti-anonymity arguments
include the prospect of half-siblings unwittingly committing incest. While these concerns
are compelling, they are not powerful enough to justify the removal of donor anonymity.
More narrowly tailored reforms could preserve anonymity while satisfying both concerns
about medical history and incest. Legislation could grant donor offspring full access to
their donor’s non-identifying family medical history, for example. Donor registries and
legal limits on the number of times any one man’s sperm may be sold could virtually
eliminate any chance of consanguinity.
The most compelling argument against anonymity is more fundamental.
Psychologists often use the term “genealogical bewilderment” to describe a person’s
reaction to having incomplete knowledge of his genetic parentage.113 The issue,
however, can be described in plain language. As one donor-conceived woman put it to a
reporter: “Do you know your father? Well, why shouldn’t I know mine?”114 Human
beings have a fundamental interest in knowing their biological origins.115 People want to
know where they come from. To many donor-conceived people, the answer of “semen in
a vial” is insufficient and insulting.
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For many, knowledge of one’s biological ancestry is an essential part of their
identity formation. The denial of this knowledge often results in a perceived emotional
void, or sense of incompleteness. Like many adoptees, donor offspring search for their
biological fathers in order to gain a fuller conception of themselves and a sense of
existential continuity. Donor offspring explain their feelings:
I needed to know whose face I was looking at in the mirror—I needed to know
who I was and how I came to be—it was a very primal and unrelenting force
which propelled the search and it was inescapable and undeniable.116
I long to know who my biological father is, and to meet and speak with him at
least once. I search for my half-siblings in other people’s faces. I want to know
the missing part of my family history . . . . [I]t is time for our voices to matter.
We have a right to know our identity and to grow up in truth.117
All I know, and am allowed to know about my father, is that he masturbated his
‘sample’ for a sum. Yes, you could say I’m angry. . . . DI adults must be allowed
to speak, and must have rights and access to information on our genetic
heritage.118
How could doctors (…) think that we wouldn’t need or want some honest answers
about our heritage? Without all this information, I will never feel complete.119
Many offspring describe the denial of information about their genetic fathers in terms of
loss: “It makes me sad to think I may never figure this puzzle about myself out.”120 “I
feel such a loss. I have such a big well of grief inside myself.”121 After realizing that she
would most likely never learn her biological father’s identity, one twenty-three-year-old
woman stated, “I had to grieve that. It wasn't till I was 17 or 18 that I got it.”122
Such feelings of loss are not limited to offspring who grew up in unhappy or
father-absent homes. “I grew up with a very loving family,” says one woman. “I love
116
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my dad, he’s my dad, but he’s not my biological father.”123 Another woman explains, “I
love my dad. I have his last name. But I'm looking for a sense of identity.”124
Many donor offspring emphasize that they are not expecting anything like a
normal parent-child relationship with their biological fathers. “These people are not
looking for money or a daddy,” explains the founder of the Donor Sibling Registry,
“They just want to know where they come from.”125 Another researcher concurs, stating
that donor-conceived people are typically searching for “a more complete sense of their
identity.”126
According to some donor offspring, their identity struggles are made even more
difficult by their perception that many view them as pathetic or ungrateful for looking for
their roots.127 And, in fact, some commentators do deride donor-conceived people for
wanting to learn more about their genetic heritage. One writer who states she “never
needed persuading about the importance of blood ties” nonetheless felt “no empathy” for
the fifteen-year-old teenager who tracked down his biological father through the
internet.128 “[W]hy would you want to trace someone whose only contribution to your
life was the supply—kids, avert your eyes—of ejaculate, hardly a scarce natural
resource?” she asked.129 Another columnist described the idea that children should be
able to learn their genetic origins as an “absurd notion” and expressed the wish that
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donor-conceived people “could just stop whining about their half-empty cup.”130 In a
letter to the New York Times, one man who had sold his sperm anonymously expressed
outright hostility toward his potential offspring:
If one of “my” kids showed up at my home, he or she would be quickly shown the
door (with a subsequent restraining order, if necessary). These people need to
understand that they have parents, the ones who raised them. . . . In short, grow
up and deal with it.131
But why should people be made to feel guilty—or even put on the defensive132—for
wanting to know their genetic heritage, something most of us take for granted?
Alternatively, I would suggest that sperm banks, men who sell their sperm
anonymously, and would-be DI parents listen to the voices of donor-conceived people.
The stubborn, persistent fact is that a significant portion of donor-conceived people want
to know who their biological fathers are. Our laws and policies must evolve to deal with
it.

E. The Resistant Thickness of Blood
Proponents of sperm father anonymity argue that biological connections are of
minimal importance for human beings. To be sure, day-in, day-out parenting matters far
more than any biological link to a man they have never met. Even so, we should not be
surprised if offspring feel that their biological connection to their fathers is relevant to
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their identity. Biology clearly matters a great deal to sperm banks and parents who use
donor insemination. Parents want a biological connection to their children; there should
be no surprise when biological connections to their parents are significant for many
children as well.
First, the desire of adults to have biologically related children is the driving force
behind donor insemination. Many—perhaps most—heterosexual couples who use donor
insemination never disclose their use to their children in order to live the fiction that they
are both the natural parents.133 Single mothers also use donor insemination to have a
child that is “theirs” biologically. A donor-conceived teenager exposes the paradox: “I
hate when people that use D.I. say that biology doesn’t matter (cough, my mom, cough).
Because if it really didn’t matter to them, then why would they use D.I. at all? They
could just adopt or something and help out kids in need.”134
The power of biology also comes into play when single women want to have
more than one child through DI. In these cases, mothers typically want to use the same
sperm donor for additional children, in order to ensure that siblings share the same
biological father and are “full” siblings.135 Towards this end, sperm banks often
encourage their customers who may want more than one child to purchase multiple sperm
specimens from their favored donor. The sperm bank then reserves it for possible future
use.
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Finally, as discussed, biology matters to adults purchasing sperm for eugenic
reasons as well. Given the genetic links between a man and his biological offspring,
sperm providers who are tall and intelligent, for example, are typically in higher demand.
Given the importance of family medical history, sperm banks may also reject
sperm donors who were adopted or have parents who were adopted. The irony, of
course, is that people who are conceived through semen purchased from sperm banks will
often not be able to get their own family histories. Thus, a donor-conceived man would
not be able to become a donor himself; the sperm bank would reject him for having
insufficient knowledge about his ancestry.

F. Human Rights and the “Right to Know”: The Trend Toward Abolishing
Anonymity Abroad
Is anonymous donor insemination an issue of human rights? International trends
are beginning to embrace the notion that children should have the right to know the
identity of their biological parents. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child was opened for ratification by member nations in 1989. Article Seven of the
Convention states, “The child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have
the right from birth to a name, the right to acquire a nationality and, as far as possible, the
right to know and be cared for by his or her parents.”136 Article Eight holds that states
should “respect the right of the child to preserve his or her identity.”137 In tandem, these
Articles would seem to suggest that sperm donor anonymity is a violation of a donorconceived child’s fundamental rights to identity. The Convention recognizes that it is not
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always possible for a child to know or be raised by his or her parents, but the deliberate
creation of children alienated from one of their biological parents insofar as a child would
be denied knowledge about their parents’ identity would appear to violate the spirit of the
Convention.
Proponents of anonymity might argue that a sperm father, while a child’s
biological parent, should not be considered to be a “parent” under the Convention. In
recent years, courts in the United States and Canada have given greater weight to
functional parenthood, at the expense of biological parenthood, in determining legal
parentage.138 The Implementation Handbook for the Convention of the Rights of the
Child, however, states that “a reasonable assumption is that, as far as the child’s right to
know his or her parents is concerned, the definition of ‘parents’ includes genetic
parents.”139 Furthermore, according to the Handbook, anonymous sperm and egg
donation appear to “unnecessarily breach children’s right to know their genetic
parents.”140 The “implementation checklist” for Article 7 asks, “Do all children,
including adopted children and children conceived by artificial forms of conception, have
the right to know, as far as possible, who their genetic parents are?”141 Thus, the
evidence suggests that the Convention weighs in against anonymous donor insemination.
Spurred by a greater recognition of children’s rights and interests, there is a
distinct trend toward abolishing sperm donor anonymity in Europe and Australia.
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Sweden became the first nation to eliminate sperm donor anonymity in 1984.142 Based
partly on an interpretation of Article 7, Austria passed anti-anonymity legislation in
1992.143 That same year, Switzerland incorporated a new constitutional article ensuring a
child’s “access to data concerning his lineage.”144 Various jurisdictions in Australia have
removed donor anonymity as well.145 In 1999, Western Australia’s Select Committee
stated, “[T]he right to know one’s biological origins is a basic human right. And such a
right must be enshrined and protected by state law.”146 In the past few years, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, and Norway have also gotten rid of donor anonymity.147
After much national debate, Great Britain recently passed legislation banning
donor anonymity, too. The issue received national attention in 2002, when a donorconceived woman brought a legal challenge in an effort to learn more information about
her sperm donor father. In the case, Joanna Rose argued that she had a legal entitlement
to information concerning her biological father’s identity under Britain’s Human Rights
Act, which incorporated the European Convention on Human Rights. While the High
Court did not rule on the ultimate merits of her claim, it held that the claims of donor
offspring for information did engage Article 8 of the European Convention on Human
Rights. Existing jurisprudence, the judge ruled, did indicate that the “respect for private
and family life” guaranteed under Article 8 encompassed the rights of individuals to
establish details about their personal identity. He continued:
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The bottom line, so it seems to me, is that the donor provided half of each
Claimant’s genetic identity and it is this that creates the interest of the Claimant to
seek information about him. . . .
It is to my mind entirely understandable that A.I.D. children should wish
to know about their origins and in particular to learn what they can about their
biological father . . . . A human being is a human being whatever the
circumstances of his conception and an A.I.D. child is entitled to establish a
picture of his identity as much as anyone else.148
In response to this case (which is still underway), the British government set up an
identity register for donors and donor offspring. In 2004, Great Britain’s Human
Fertilisation and Embryology Authority also embarked on a public consultation on its
existing DI regulations, including the assurance of anonymity for donors. After research
and debate, the HFEA recommended that donor anonymity be removed. Though many
fertility clinics opposed the move, Britain’s Health Minister stated, “We have concluded
that the interests of the child are paramount.”149 Legislation prohibiting anonymity took
effect in April 2005. Now all children born through donor insemination in Britain will be
able to learn the identity of their genetic parents when they turn eighteen.150

III. Incorporating Children’s Interests into Donor Insemination by Establishing a
“Right to Know”
The “best interests of the child” doctrine is a defining feature of U.S. family law.
Marsha Garrison writes, “Today—more so than at any time in our history—courts and
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commentators hold that parents’ rights are secondary to children’s interests.”151 The law
surrounding donor insemination stands out as an exception. While it was once possible
to assume that donor anonymity was in the best interests of children, the experiences of
many donor-conceived people now suggest otherwise. Many of them want to know who
their biological fathers are, but law is typically used to deny them access to information
about their origins. Current practices in donor insemination place the interests of profitseeking men and businesses against the interests of children. It is time to take the
interests of donor offspring into account and abolish sperm donor anonymity. The United
States should follow the lead of other nations and mandate the use of identifiable sperm
in donor insemination.

A. A Constitutional Right to Know?
Establishing the right of donor offspring to know their origins will most likely not
be achieved through the courts. In a series of cases relating to adoption, U.S. courts have
consistently held that there is no constitutional right to know one’s genetic heritage. Like
donor-conceived people, many adoptees seek to learn the identity of their biological
parents. Many states, however, keep adoption records sealed unless adoptees can meet a
strict “showing of good cause” requirement.152 In the late 1970s and early 1980s, adult
adoptees, seeking automatic access to their birth records, challenged the constitutionality
of such burdensome “good cause” requirements. They grounded their “right to know”
argument in a series of constitutional claims, including the due process right to privacy,
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the First Amendment right to receive important information, the right to equal protection
under the law, and a fundamental liberty interest in their “personhood.”153 These
arguments, however, were uniformly unsuccessful. A New Jersey court conceded that
information on one’s genetic background is “essential to that person's identity and self
image,” but held that such information was “not so intimately personal as to fall within
the zones of privacy implicitly protected in the penumbra of the Bill of Rights.”154 Next,
in Alma Society v. Mellon, the Second Circuit rejected the argument that “learning . . . the
identity of [one’s] natural family is a fundamental right under the Due Process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment.”155 In rejecting the same claim, the Supreme Court of
Illinois stated, “We have found no case holding that the right of an adoptee to determine
his genealogical origin is explicitly or implicitly guaranteed by the Constitution.”156 The
Supreme Court dismissed the subsequent appeal “for want of a substantial federal
question,”157 which constituted a decision on the merits. Since 1981, that holding has
served as binding precedent on lower federal courts.158 Thus, donor-conceived people are
unlikely to find any strong constitutional footing for a “right to know.” Twenty-five
years later, there are still no U.S. cases that recognize a constitutional right to information
about one’s biological heritage.
But perhaps the courts got it wrong. As Justice Brennan has noted, “‘Liberty’ [is
a] broad and majestic term[] . . . among the ‘[g]reat [constitutional] concepts . . .
153
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purposely left to gather meaning from experience.”159 And, over the past quarter-decade,
more evidence has become available regarding the powerful identity-related interests of
adoptees and donor-conceived people.160 American society, in turn, has become more
willing to acknowledge the desire of adoptees to learn more about their biological parents
as legitimate, rather than as a neurotic rejection of their adoptive parents.161 The
experiences of donor-conceived people should be similarly recognized.
Faced with a high prevalence of stepfamilies and other diverse family forms, the
law also increasingly recognizes that parenthood is not a zero-sum game.162 Giving
donor-conceived people access to information about their biological parents would not
take away anything from the status of their legal parents.
In addition, more recent Supreme Court language provides a possible basis for
challenging sperm donor anonymity. In Roberts v. United States Jaycees, the Court
recognized the relationship between liberty, relationships, and identity, noting that
“individuals draw much of their emotional enrichment from close ties with others.”163
“Protecting these relationships from unwarranted state interference,” the Court continued,
“therefore safeguards the ability independently to define one's identity that is central to
any concept of liberty.”164 While the tie between a donor-conceived person and her
biological father is not close in an emotional sense, the uniqueness of a parent-child
biological connection constitutes a close tie of another sort.165 In fact, as Justice Brennan
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has noted, the liberty interest in a parent-child relationship was “among the first that this
Court acknowledged in its cases defining the ‘liberty’ protected by the Constitution.”166
For many donor-conceived people, the denial of information about their heritage strikes
at the heart of their liberty and ability to define their identity. As the Court has stated,
“At the heart of liberty is the right to define one's own concept of existence, of meaning,
of the universe, and of the mystery of human life. Beliefs about these matters could not
define the attributes of personhood were they formed under compulsion of the State.”167
For some, beliefs about these matters—beliefs that go to the heart of personhood—cannot
be whole when the state supports contracts that deny them basic knowledge about who
they are and how they came to exist.
Nevertheless, constitutional law remains an “awkward vehicle” for formulating
the argument that donor-conceived people should have access to information about their
biological parents.168 Existing substantive due process decisions on parent-child
relationships have focused on the rights of parents.169 The more recent expansions of due
process protections, from Griswold to Roe to Lawrence, deal with the privacy rights of
adults to be free from active state interference. Furthermore, Lawrence repealed laws
that were on the demise and rarely enforced.170 No states have moved to remove sperm
father anonymity. Lawrence also looked to international law, but donor offspring in the
U.S. cannot easily supplement their constitutional claims by pointing to the Convention
of the Rights of the Child, as the U.S. has not ratified it.171
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In arguing for open adoption records, Naomi Cahn and Jana Singer write, “A
reconstituted understanding of due process, which focuses not on negative liberty, but on
the development of identity and personhood that zones of liberty and privacy make
possible, might well support a more robust set of constitutional arguments.”172 However,
they also recognize that “such an affirmative understanding of liberty would require a
new vision of the Constitution—a highly unlikely proposition at this point in our legal
history.”173 Similarly, courts are unlikely to abolish sperm donor anonymity on their
own. Advocates of abolishing donor anonymity should follow advocates of open
adoption records and turn to the legislative branch.

B. Establishing a Statutory “Right to Know”
Laws governing assisted reproduction, as with most family law, are typically
made at the state level. States should pass laws forbidding the use of anonymous sperm
in donor insemination. Yet a state-by-state patchwork approach is less preferable than a
clear national standard. Given that so many sperm sales occur across state lines via the
internet and mail order, the U.S. Congress should pass legislation that would ensure that
all future children born through donor insemination would have the right to learn their
biological father’s identity.
When donor-conceived people turn eighteen, they should have access to
identifying information about their genetic fathers. No person would be obligated to look
up that information; it would be entirely the prerogative of donor offspring. Sperm
fathers would not be allowed to access records of children they have sired. The legal
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parents of donor-conceived children would be able to access identifying information
about the donor if they can show good cause for needing it (e.g., the child suffers from a
genetic disease and the genetic father’s medical history could aid treatment). Mandatory
identification would be prospective in order to protect the interests of donors who had
been promised anonymity. To facilitate record-keeping, the government would maintain
a national registry of DI births and a standardized file of all sperm providers. Sperm
banks and fertility clinics would be required to report DI births to the national registry
along with a variety of information on the donor, including his name, date and place of
birth, physical description, detailed family medical history, mailing address, occupation,
and skills and interests.174 Men who provide their sperm should also be asked to describe
their reasons for providing sperm and be encouraged to leave any messages to their future
offspring who might access the file in the future.

IV. Objections to Establishing a “Right to Know”
While other nations have enacted such anti-anonymity legislation, proponents of
anonymity in the United States might argue that establishing a “right to know” for donor
offspring would violate constitutional protections regarding procreative liberty and
privacy. While there is no constitutional right to learn one’s genetic heritage, the
Constitution might protect the rights of adults to practice donor insemination with
anonymous sperm. A number of policy arguments also support retaining sperm father
anonymity as an option. In this section, I will address constitutionality of the proposed
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legislation and analyze the arguments against the creation of a “right to know” for donor
offspring.

A. Donor Anonymity and Procreative Liberty
Would banning donor anonymity infringe on a constitutional right to procreate?
The answer, of course, depends on the scope of constitutionally protected procreative
liberty. Even in terms of substantive due process rights, the right to procreate is
particularly amorphous. Existing case law gives no suggestion that removing anonymity
would abridge constitutional rights. Moreover, even expansive visions of procreative
liberty allow room for mandating the use of identifiable donors.
The Supreme Court has repeatedly mentioned a fundamental right to procreate.
In the 1942 case of Skinner v. Oklahoma, the Court struck down legislation allowing the
forced sterilization of repeat criminal offenders. In dicta, Justice Douglas wrote that the
sterilization law involved “one of the basic civil rights of man.” “Marriage and
procreation,” he continued, “are fundamental to the very existence and survival of the
race.”175 As such, forced sterilization represented a permanent deprivation of a basic
liberty.176 The Court has also indicated that procreation rights are rooted in the
recognized constitutional right to privacy.177 As Justice Brennan famously stated in
Eisenstadt, “If the right of privacy means anything, it is the right of the individual,
married or single, to be free from unwarranted government intrusion into matters so
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fundamentally affecting a person as the decision whether to bear or beget a child.”178 The
question, then, is whether a statutory prohibition on sperm donor anonymity constitutes
such unwarranted government intrusion.
Supreme Court precedent provides little guidance. The Court has never explicitly
ruled on a constitutional right to procreate, much less delineated its scope beyond the
issue of forced sterilization. Even advocates of an expansive view of procreative liberty
recognize that the existing legal support for an affirmative right to procreate is “scant.”179
The Supreme Court has never addressed a case involving donor insemination, or any
form of assisted reproduction.180
Furthermore, lower courts have upheld restrictions on the use of artificial
insemination for married couples, albeit in the penal context. Existing case law regarding
restrictions on artificial insemination are limited to prisoners’ attempts to provide sperm
samples to their wives for use in AI. In four cases, courts have held that prison
regulations prohibiting such efforts at artificial insemination did not abridge inmates’
constitutional rights to procreation.181
No case law exists on statutory efforts to place restrictions on the use of sperm
from a third party, in part because there are so few regulations on the use of donor
insemination. Even if courts took a narrow view of procreative liberty with regard to
donor insemination, there are few statutes to strike down. Therefore, existing case law
gives little reason to suspect that courts would strike down a ban on sperm father
178
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anonymity as an unconstitutional limitation on procreative liberty. Moreover, if the
Supreme Court continues to consult international human rights norms and foreign law, as
it did in Lawrence, the chance that a “right to know” statute would be struck down is
even less likely.182 As discussed, the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child and
legal reforms in other nations support the notion that donor-conceived people should have
a right to know the identity of their natural parents.

Given the paucity of precedent, legal theorists have formulated a variety of
approaches in defining the scope of procreative liberty. Yet both of the leading (and
competing) theoretical frameworks allow for the removal of donor anonymity.
Professor Radhika Rao argues for a limited conception of procreative liberty. In
her framework, the right to privacy is a relational right that protects close, personal
relationships from state intrusion. “In the context of assisted reproduction,” she argues,
“the right to privacy shelters procreation, but only when it occurs within the confines of a
close personal association.”183 Therefore, the practice of donor insemination receives no
constitutional protection, as it involves arms-length transactions with strangers. For Rao,
the right to procreate does not protect collaborative reproduction at all, much less the use
of anonymous sperm. She states plainly: “[A] woman has no constitutional right to
acquire semen from an anonymous donor.”184
Professor John Robertson argues for a far more robust and expansive right to
procreate. In his framework, adult choices regarding procreation enjoy presumptive
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constitutional protection. Reproduction is “central to personal conceptions of meaning
and identity,” he argues, and thus restrictions on the use of artificial reproductive
technology “deny[] persons respect and dignity at the most basic level.”185 Courts should
uphold legal limitations on assisted reproduction only if the restrictions could be shown
to prevent “severe harm.”186 Under this heightened standard of review, donor
insemination, gestational surrogacy, and technologies to select a child’s sex would all
receive constitutional protection.187
At first blush, restrictions on donor anonymity might appear to violate
Robertson’s vision of procreative liberty. Yet Robertson also considers the interests of
donor-conceived people and acknowledges that many donor offspring will be intensely
interested in their missing biological parents.188 “[M]any of them will care deeply about
this parent,” he writes, “and some will be strongly driven to make contact, suffering
enormously until they do.”189 For these reasons, he argues, legislation requiring identity
disclosure would not violate procreative liberty:
If a state determines that adopted or collaborative offspring have a substantial
interest in having identifying information about their biologic parents, this interest
should be sufficient to justify regulations that burden the procreative or privacy of
rights of collaborators.190
Robertson also writes, “The state may enact—and arguably should enact—policies that
protect offsprings’ need to know their genetic and gestational roots”191 and argues that
identifying information should be collected in case a jurisdiction later decides to provide
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offspring with a right to know.192 Unlike Rao, Robertson articulates a constitutional right
to use donor insemination. Banning donor anonymity does not infringe that right,
however, as adults would remain free to procreate through DI. If the leading proponent
of procreative liberty suggests that donor anonymity should be abolished, the
constitutionality of the proposed legislation should be assured.

B. Donor Anonymity and the Right to Privacy
The constitutional right to privacy does not preclude the creation of a statutory
“right to know” for donor offspring. Men who sell their sperm are not engaging in a
private act in the sanctuary of own homes or asking for the “right to be left alone.” Nor
are they protected by physician-patient privilege, as they are not patients.193 Men who
sell their sperm are taking part in an arms-length commercial transaction. Thus, laws
forbidding sperm father anonymity would not violate constitutional rights to privacy.
In 2000, a California appellate court directly addressed the question of whether or
not sperm fathers have a constitutional right to remain anonymous. The court held that
contracts that guarantee anonymity for sperm fathers are void for public policy and that a
sperm father’s right to privacy was limited. In the case, Johnson v. Superior Court, a
couple had purchased sperm from California Cryobank and received assurances that the
semen had been screened for heritable diseases.194 Their six-year-old daughter, however,
developed a genetic kidney disease inherited from her biological father. Her parents then
sued Cryobank and two of its physicians for fraud, breach of contract, and professional
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negligence. In the discovery proceedings, the plaintiffs sought to depose the sperm father
and thus requested his identifying information from Cryobank. Cryobank refused to
reveal that information citing, inter alia, the contract guaranteeing the sperm father’s
anonymity as well as his constitutional right to privacy. The plaintiffs sought, and the
appellate court granted, a court order compelling the donor’s deposition and the
production of records. In reaching this result, the court examined the confidentiality
contract between the sperm bank and the girl’s parents as well as the sperm father’s
privacy rights.
First, the court ruled that Cryobank’s contract promising complete donor
anonymity was void for public policy. Under the California Family Code, identifying
records related to donor insemination are “subject to inspection only upon an order of the
court for good cause shown.”195 Yet the Cryobank contract, signed by the plaintiffs who
had purchased the sperm, included no “good cause” provisions for identity release; the
contract prohibited disclosure of the sperm father’s identity under any circumstances and
thus conflicted with the state statute. Given that obtaining important genetic and medical
information for donor offspring would, in some circumstances, require disclosure of the
sperm father’s identity, the court concluded that “a contract that completely forecloses
the opportunity of a child conceived by artificial insemination to discover the relevant
and needed medical history of his or her genetic father is inconsistent with the best
interests of the child.”196 The court declared the contract as against public policy and
therefore unenforceable.197
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Second, the court held that the sperm father’s right to privacy was limited and, in
this case, outweighed by compelling state interests in disclosure. In California, the
constitutional right to privacy protects an individual’s medical history. Insofar as the
sperm father’s medical history was linked to his identity, the court reasoned, he also had
a privacy interest in the nondisclosure of his identity. But, the court added, privacy rights
are not absolute and must be balanced against other interests. In this situation, the court
held that the sperm father’s own conduct reduced his reasonable expectations of privacy.
By having sold 320 semen samples for over $11,000, the sperm father was involved in “a
substantial commercial transaction likely to affect the lives of many people.”198 Thus, the
court decided, it was unreasonable for him to expect that his identity would never be
disclosed.199 In Johnson, compelling state interests also cut against the sperm father’s
privacy rights, including the state’s interest in an open discovery process and in “ensuring
that those injured by the actionable conduct of others receive full redress of those
injuries.”200 The result is that, at least in California, the law no longer ensures sperm
donor anonymity.201
A stronger privacy and procreative liberty claim could be made by parents who
use donor insemination and wish to keep the donor’s identity a secret. A single mother
may seek to prevent the sperm father from (in her view) disruptively inserting himself
into her child’s life, even if her adult child wishes to contact him. This concern is likely
to be even more salient among married couples. While fertility is not as stigmatized as it
once was, society still places a premium on biological connectedness. Thus, despite the
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trend toward openness in adoption and donor insemination, some couples who resort to
donor insemination due to a husband’s infertility or heritable disease may still want to
pretend as if their child is their own, biologically speaking. A father in particular may be
concerned that his children might develop conflicted loyalties, or pull away from him
because he is not the “real” father.
Furthermore, the law generally assumes that a child’s legal parents are the parties
best situated to determine the child’s best interests. “Particularly in the due process
context, the [Supreme] Court has tended to equate children’s interests with those of their
parents and to protect children derivatively through such doctrines as parental autonomy
and familial privacy.”202 The interests of parents in maintaining family integrity should
be given weight. For these reasons, parents who use donor insemination should be able
to prevent minor children from accessing identifying information about their sperm
fathers.
The relative interests of parents and children, however, are not static. When a
child is young, parental interests in autonomy and family privacy appropriately receive
priority. The law—and, indeed, the Constitution—grants parents wide discretion in
making decisions for their children.203 By the time a child has reached the age of
majority, however, the parents’ interests recede in importance. Her parents no longer
have legal authority over her, and her identity-related interests in information about her
biological parent are likely to be stronger. Thus, at that point, parents should not be able
to prevent their adult children from accessing the identity of their sperm fathers. The
proposed “right to know” statute balances the relative interests of parents and children by
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allowing donor-conceived people to access information only after they have reached
adulthood.

Cases involving open adoption and privacy rights also support the
constitutionality of a “right to know” statute for donor-conceived people. In contrast to
donor insemination, a majority of states have passed legislation allowing adoptees greater
access to information about their natural parents, and others have established mutual
consent registries.204 A handful of states—including Alaska, Kansas, Oregon, and
Tennessee—allow adult adoptees to access identifying information about their biological
parents even without the consent of either birth parent.205 In both Oregon and Tennessee,
birth mothers challenged the law as an unconstitutional violation of their right to privacy.
In both instances, courts ruled that the “right to know” statutes were constitutional. In the
Tennessee case, Sundquist v. Roe, the Sixth Circuit held births were partly public events,
as government has long had an interest in recording births, in part to “further[] the
interest of children in knowing the circumstances of their birth.”206 Finding no
constitutional right to avoid disclosure of adoption records, both the Sixth Circuit and the
Tennessee Supreme Court found that the legislature struck a suitable balance between the
interests of children in knowing their birth parents and the interests of birth parents in
privacy.207 In Oregon, the state appellate court reached the same conclusion.208
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Adoption and donor insemination are not perfect analogues, but these cases
strongly indicate that prohibiting donor anonymity would be constitutional. Both donorconceived people and adoptees have an interest in learning the identity of their natural
parents.209 Moreover, the privacy interests of sperm fathers are less compelling than the
privacy interests of parents who give their children up for adoption. The decision to give
a child up for adoption is often heart-wrenching. For this reason, states often grant the
birth parents privacy so that they can “move on and attempt to rebuild their lives after
what must be a traumatic and emotionally tormenting episode of their lives.”210 Sperm
fathers, in contrast, endure no such torment. They willingly choose to sell their sperm,
and they are largely motivated by money.211 Adoption also provides an existing child
with a home that his biological parents could not or chose not to provide.212 Donor
insemination intentionally creates a child that is alienated from one of her biological
parents.
The Johnson and open adoption cases indicate that the constitutional right to
privacy does not entail the right of sperm donors to remain anonymous. Contracts that
attempt to prohibit disclosure in all circumstances violate public policy, as there are times
when such information could be vital to a child’s interests. Legislatures are free to
determine that the interests of donor offspring in knowing the identity of their biological
parents outweigh the privacy interests of sperm providers, as courts would have little
constitutional basis on which to overturn a law prohibiting donor anonymity. A statute
209
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forbidding donor anonymity would also ensure that all sperm donors are aware that their
identity might be disclosed. There would be no expectation of anonymity, and thus no
privacy right would be infringed.

C. Donor Anonymity and Policy Considerations
The argument for establishing a “right to know” for donor-conceived people
cannot stop at establishing the proposed law’s constitutionality. As Carl E. Coleman
writes, “Ultimately, whether [artificial reproductive technologies] should be considered
part of procreative liberty is as much about values and policy as it is about precedent.”213
This paper has argued that donor-conceived people have a strong interest in learning the
identity of their biological parents. Throughout the history of donor insemination, their
interests have been subsumed to those of sperm donors, sperm banks, and would-be
parents.
There is a fundamental structural problem with sperm bank contracts that ensure
sperm father anonymity. The American Society for Reproductive Medicine’s patient
guide on “Third Party Reproduction” recognizes that “there are a number of legal issues
concerning third party reproduction.” Thus, “It is essential that all parties consent in
writing to any procedure.”214 Yet one party whose interests are relevant cannot provide
consent. The anonymity-promising contracts between sperm vendors and sperm banks
seek to protect the interests of men who sell their sperm and the interests of the sperm
bank. The contracts between sperm banks and would-be DI parents, drafted by the sperm
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banks, similarly aim to protect the sperm bank and donors (through their status as thirdparty beneficiaries). Thus, profit-seeking adults and businesses hold the power; it is their
interests that are protected. No relevant party is tasked with taking children’s interests for
information into account. The result is that the person most affected by these contracts—
the child created though the sperm that has been bought and sold—has no voice in their
construction.
After sperm is sold, most sperm banks display little concern regarding the
interests of the people they helped create. Instead, they seek to protect their suppliers.
“[P]rotecting the identity of donors is paramount for us,” states William Jaeger of Fairfax
Cryobank. “In cases where the donor does not want to be identified, we do everything we
can to protect them.”215 In other words, his company does everything it can to frustrate
the longings of offspring who want to learn who their genetic fathers are. Sperm banks,
as profit-driven businesses, are driven by their financial bottom-line, which is often at
odds with the interests of the people help create.
Defenders of donor anonymity argue that mandating a “right to know” for donor
offspring fails to take into account the interests of men who sell their sperm. Men who
sell their sperm often give very little consideration to the implications of their actions.216
Because of the guarantee of anonymity, many sperm vendors view selling their sperm as
akin to selling their blood, or simply masturbating for money.217 While not true across
the board, many sperm vendors give little thought to the fact that their sperm may be used
to create new children related to them.
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For these reasons, Cappy Rothman of California Cryobank states that it is
“unethical” for donor offspring to try to track down their sperm fathers: “It’s an invasion
of the donor’s privacy and a breach of contract.” Randy Cohen, the columnist better
known as “The Ethicist,” agrees that sperm fathers should not be identified without their
consent. Describing the policies of one sperm bank, he writes:
When a child turns 18, he or she can call the sperm bank, which will then ask the
donor if he wishes to make contact. Both donor and child have a say in this; a
relationship may not be foisted on either. To have it otherwise would not only be
unfair to those directly involved . . . .218
Yet this moral reasoning is flawed. The sperm father did have a choice on whether or not
to sell his sperm, which would be used to create a child. The donor-conceived person,
however, did not “have a say” in the contract ensuring her biological father’s anonymity.
By the time she was born, contracts had already been formed to deny her knowledge
about her biological father. One donor-conceived woman says that when she realized she
will probably never know her biological father, “I felt very angry. How dare someone
take my choice away from me? How dare the medical profession tell me it doesn’t
matter?”219 That denial of knowledge was knowingly and intentionally foisted upon her
without her consent. As she was not a signatory to the contract, she has no compelling
ethical reason to comply with it.
Laws forbidding donor anonymity would solve this dilemma. With such “right to
know” statutes in place, men who decide to sell their sperm would know that they might
be contacted by their genetic offspring in the future. If men are troubled by the prospect
of their biological children tracking them down in the future, they simply should not sell
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their sperm. Yet some supporters of anonymity argue that this awareness is not
sufficient. One critic writes:
The “Hi, Dad” letter coming out of the blue after 18 years of silence might be
welcomed by some donors, but will bring irreversible distress to others. It is no
answer to say that the donor knew that this might happen when he donated his
sperm. How could he know what he would feel like in 18 years’ time . . . ? If, as
is claimed, psychological harm can be caused to a child who knows not his father,
is there not at least an equal argument about the harm that can be done to the
father and those close to him?”220
It is true that some men who sold heir sperm when they were, in the words of the same
critic, “younger and broker” may come to regret their decision to become an identifiable
sperm father. But they did have a chance to exercise agency; the children they helped
create had no such say in the matter.
It is true, of course, that no child asks to be born, or gets a say in the
circumstances of their conception. Children are often brought into the world in less-thanideal settings, whether they are born out-of-wedlock, to teenagers, or even to abusive
parents. Children conceived through donor insemination are wanted children. And other
children, either due to adoption or other circumstances, may never know the identity of
both of their biological parents, either. As one supporter of anonymity writes, “[I]f we
want to declare a legal right to know one's genetic parentage, we'd better get cracking on
a massive system of sexual surveillance—because children of sperm donors aren't the
only people who don't know who fathered them.”221 Yet the fact that the law cannot
ensure that all children will be able to know their biological parents does not mean that
law should actively foster such alienation. In the case of sperm banks, multiple parties
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use law to deliberately create children who will never know their biological origins.
There is no compelling reason why a sperm father’s interest in privacy should take
precedence over the interests of his biological child.

The Emergence of “Open-Identity” Sperm Sales
Some may argue that legislation establishing a “right to know” is unnecessary, as
the free market is already responding to a greater interest in non-anonymous sperm,
particularly from lesbian couples and single women. While most sperm banks prefer
anonymity, they have begun to respond to consumer demand.222 The popularity of the
Sperm Bank of California’s “Identity-Release” program has pushed its competitors to
offer various “open identification” programs of their own. These programs, however,
vary in terms of what information offspring are guaranteed to learn. The “Open Donor
Program” at California Cryobank, for example, only assures that their donors have
“stated their intent” to respond to a request for more information when the child turns
eighteen.223 Men who sell their “open donor” sperm, however, are free to change their
minds. Yet it would not matter if every sperm bank in America offered sperm from
identifiable donors. Donor offspring have a fundamental interest in learning their
biological lineage. Their ability to do so should not depend on the contracts of thirdparties and their parents’ purchasing decisions.

A Contact Veto for Donors?
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States with open adoption typically provide birth parents with a “contact veto.”
By exercising their “contact veto,” birth parents cannot prevent the release of identifying
information, but adoptees who attempt to contact them may be subjected to criminal
penalties.224 This option should not be extended to sperm fathers, however. If sperm
providers never want to be contacted by their biological offspring, they are free not to sell
their sperm in the first place. Sperm donor fathers would also be free to ignore any
messages they would receive from their biological offspring.

Sperm Fathers’ Access to Identifying Information
The proposed statute gives donor-conceived people the right to information about
their sperm fathers. What about the sperm fathers? Should they have an accompanying
right to access information about their biological children? While many sperm fathers
may prize their anonymity, others may come to feel a strong desire to learn more about
their possible offspring. Sperm vendors should be able to discover if they have any
offspring, as well as the year of birth and sex of each child. In this way, sperm fathers
can learn when they might be contacted. They should not, however, be given identifying
information, even after their genetic children turn eighteen.
While the Supreme Court has recognized certain substantive due process
protections for unwed biological fathers, such rights have been circumscribed. The Court
has directly addressed the constitutionally protected interests of unwed fathers in four
cases.225 In these cases, “The basic principle enunciated . . . is that an unwed father who
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has demonstrated a sufficient commitment to his paternity by way of personal, financial,
or custodial responsibilities has a protected liberty interest in a relationship with his
child.”226 Therefore, under the Court’s “biology plus relationship” standard, sperm
fathers whose only connection to the child is DNA deserve no due process protections.
As Justice Brennan states, “[A] mere biological connection is insufficient to establish a
liberty interest on the part of an unwed father.”227
Even a more expansive standard is unlikely to find significant due process rights
for sperm fathers. In a dissent in Lehr v. Robinson, Justice White writes, “The ‘biological
connection’ is itself a relationship that creates a protected interest.”228 Nevertheless, he
adds that the extent of the parent-child relationship determines the weight of that interest.
Even if a sperm father’s biological connection to his offspring creates a protected interest,
that interest is outweighed by other considerations.
Sperm fathers typically play no role in child-rearing. In fact, they expressly
disclaim all legal rights and responsibilities toward any offspring. Unless sperm fathers
do play a participatory role in their child’s life, they should not be given the right to insert
himself into that child’s life years later.
Because donor-conceived people would be free to access identifying information
about their sperm fathers when they turn eighteen, contact initiated by sperm fathers is
likely to be unwanted. In addition, unsolicited contact from sperm fathers could very
well be an unpleasant surprise for many donor-conceived people. Some parents keep
their DI use a secret.229 And even though donor-conceived children should be told the
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truth about their origins, the time and manner of such disclosure is best left to the parents
who raise them. Learning the truth, out of the blue, from a “Hi, I’m your biological
father” letter or phone call would likely disrupt the donor-conceived person’s life and
cause strife for her family. Although granting sperm fathers access to identifying
information would probably spur more parents to be open with their donor-conceived
children, the potential costs are too great.
If the proposed statute were enacted, sperm vendors would freely choose to accept
the uncertainty regarding future contact from any offspring. They may come to regret
their decision, but the decision was theirs. Donor-conceived people, on the other hand,
never had a choice. Hence, different treatment is warranted.

The Right of Parents (and the State) to Identifying Information
Should parents who use donor insemination be able to access identifying
information about the sperm provider? I would argue that parents of a donor-conceived
child need not be granted automatic access to identifying information. If would-be
parents want to use a known donor, they are free to do so. The Sperm Bank of New
York’s “Open ID” package “allows all persons involved to contractually agree, from the
onset of the process, to reveal their identity and whereabouts to each other and the future
offspring.”230 Single women or lesbians are most likely to want an identifiable sperm
father, and they can try to get a friend or acquaintance to donate his sperm. Since parents
who use donor insemination already have the option to use identifiable sperm, there is no
pressing need to mandate an automatic “right to know” for them. Moreover, the statute I
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propose would include a “good cause” exception so that parents could access donor
information if circumstances required.
What if a single mother becomes impoverished? Should she be able to identify
the sperm father and seek child support from him? For that matter, should the state be
able to access identifying information and institute a support order to recoup its welfare
costs? As a practical matter, it is unlikely that many single women who use DI will
require income support from the state. Most women and couples who use assisted
reproductive technology are financially secure, in part because the costs of assisted
reproduction tend to be so high. Donor insemination is not likely to increase the ranks of
poor single mothers.
Many states allow sperm fathers to contract away the legal responsibilities of
parenthood. States that follow the Uniform Parentage Act hold that, as a matter of law,
“A donor is not a parent of a child conceived by means of assisted reproduction.”231 If a
state decides that it wants to hold sperm fathers responsible for their offspring when there
is no husband or second parent, they simply need to repeal statutes that strip sperm
fathers of legal responsibility and ban anonymous donor insemination. There is no
reason why the state must treat fathers differently based on the means of conception.
Thus, if a state has no statutes on parentage in assisted reproduction, the law would treat
sperm fathers like any other unwed fathers, and, if their identity is known, single mothers
could sue them for child support.232 In 2005, a Pennsylvania court ruled that a known
sperm donor had to pay child support to the unmarried mother of his children.233 While
the two adults initially agreed that the father would have no parental responsibilities, the
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court held that parents cannot bargain away a child’s right to support, and thus their
original agreement was unenforceable “on legal, equitable and moral principles.”234
The downside of treating sperm donors as legal parents (when there is no second
parent to adopt the child) is that few, if any, men would be willing to provide their sperm
to single women seeking to get pregnant. Perhaps the public policy interests in
establishing two parents for every child are strong enough to hold sperm fathers
responsible for their offspring born to single mothers. On the other hand, such a policy
would drastically limit the ability of single women to have children through artificial
insemination. The number of cases in which a single mother would seek child support is
likely to be small, whereas the prospect of holding sperm fathers accountable is almost
certain to lead to a large drop in sperm donors. Therefore, the interests of single women
seeking to become mothers should take precedence over the state’s financial interests.

A Likely Decline in Sperm Providers
One of the strongest policy objections to banning anonymity is that fewer men
would be willing to sell or donate their semen to sperm banks. This is not necessarily a
foregone conclusion, however. Some nations, such as Sweden, saw levels of sperm
donation drop initially after abolishing anonymity, but rise again over time.235 After
mandating the use of identifiable sperm, donors were also more likely to be older men
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with existing families, rather than unmarried university students.236 And there is some
evidence that certain recruitment policies can minimize a decline in sperm donors.237
Yet the experience of most nations suggests that removing anonymity does in fact
lead to a reduction in sperm donors. Britain has seen a sharp decline in sperm donors
since they banned anonymity,238 as has the Australian state of Victoria.239 With longer
waiting lists, the “sperm shortage” forces fertility clinics to turn away some would-be
parents. Britain and other nations have also limited payments to sperm providers to a
small nominal fee, however. If the United States bans donor anonymity but otherwise
retains a free market in sperm, sperm banks might be able to maintain adequate levels of
sperm by increasing compensation for sperm vendors. Nonetheless, it is certainly likely
that establishing a “right to know” for donor offspring would reduce the number of men
willing to provide their sperm. Donor insemination would likely become more expensive
as well, with the result that some number of people would no longer be able to use donor
insemination in order to conceive.
The likelihood that fewer men would provide sperm is not a fatal objection to
establishing a “right to know” for donor-conceived people. In fact, those who oppose
donor insemination on ethical grounds would interpret the decline in sperm donation as a
positive outcome of abolishing anonymity. As one donor-conceived person has written,
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“The fear that the removal of anonymity would lead to a drop in donor numbers . . . is, in
any case, a secondary issue. Either something is cruel or it is not. It does not become
less cruel because more babies are able to be produced by it.”240 While the view that
anonymous donor insemination is “cruel” may be an extreme position, the sentiment that
children’s interests should be paramount is not.
Infertile couples seeking to become parents through donor insemination are a far
more sympathetic group than profit-seeking sperm vendors and sperm banks.
Nevertheless, there is no compelling reason why their interests should be given
precedence over those of children. There is no affirmative constitutional right to obtain
anonymous sperm. Moreover, many would-be parents—particularly single women and
lesbian couples—prefer identifiable sperm.241 “In any event,” as the Implementation
Handbook for the Convention of the Rights of the Child states, “the law on artificial forms
of fertilization, as with adoption, should be framed to protect the rights and well-being of
children, not to meet the needs of childless couples.”242 Finally, if it turns out that few
donor-conceived people actually want to learn more about their biological fathers, such
laws can be overturned down the road.

Conclusion
ZyGen Laboratory is a leading sperm bank based in California. Its website states
that, since its founding in 1981, ZyGen has been “a pioneer and an innovator in the field
of reproductive medicine, serving the U.S. population and other communities
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worldwide.”243 The company highlights their technological expertise, including sexselected frozen semen and the latest in “computerized semen analysis.” ZyGen also
focuses on customer service: “When you call ZyGen Laboratory, our promise to you, is
that unlike many other organizations . . . you will hear the voice of a caring human being
who loves to give you personalized service.” Finally, the company promises “extremely
competitive” prices.
There is one subject area that ZyGen does not seem to focus on, however. Their
homepage includes a tab for “Legal and Ethical Issues Related to Semen Donors and
Women Who are Artificially Inseminated.”244 A click on the link, however, takes you to
the following text: “This section is under review at this time. Please check back in the
future for more information.” Meanwhile, of course, the sale of anonymous sperm goes
on.
ZyGen’s “under construction” disclaimer is revealing, yet it is time for a review
of the legal and ethical issues related to donor insemination. For years, it was either
assumed that anonymity was best for donor-conceived children, or their interests were
ignored altogether. As donor-conceived people grow up, however, they are beginning to
speak out. Many express a deep desire to learn more about their biological fathers.
Though the issue involves conflicting interests, policymakers should err on the side of
children and establish the right of donor-conceived people to learn the identity of their
missing biological parent.
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The Yale Daily News recently reported on a handful of Yale students who sell
their sperm for use in anonymous donor insemination.245 Because they are promised
anonymity, they are free to ignore the implications of their employment—that they will
likely have unknown genetic offspring somewhere out in the world. “To tell you the
truth, I don’t think about it,” one sperm-selling student said.246 “The only way you can
deal with it is if you don’t think about it.”247 His biological offspring, however, are likely
to think about it a great deal. It is unethical to deliberately create children who will never
know who their biological parents are. If those who sell their sperm anonymously don’t
want to think about the consequences of their actions, perhaps it’s something we as a
society shouldn’t be doing in the first place.
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